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Bi-State School Emergency Preparedness Meeting
Mid America Regional Council Heartland room

7-12-16, lpm-3pm

Welcome

Erin Lynch, MARC Emergency Services Program Director opened the meeting on behalf of MARC and

the Regional Homeland Security Coordinating Committee (a bi state effort of local emergency services

leadership working cooperatively to prevent protect mitigate respond and recover from the threats and

hazards of concern in the Kansas city metro area through coordinated planning, information sharing,

training and exercises.) She thanked everyone for taking the time to discuss potential interest in a bi-

state effort among schools to share information and best practices and explore opportunities for

collaboration to advance and reinforce emergency preparedness.

Self-introductionswere made.
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Erin explained that this first meeting was intentionally small bringing together a few key school

safety/emergency services leadership from the Ks/Mo area already part of the regional homeland

security effort or recommended by others. She noted since the meeting invitation was sent a key

champion of this idea John Brady North Kansas City School District had just left his position with the

school. Steve Taylor Clay County Sherriff's Department presenting the Northland Safe Schools Task

Force and Gayden Caruth Cooperating School Districts of the Greater KC Area (Missouri side school

districts) were unable to attend this first meeting.



Regional emergency services and past school engagement

Erin provided a brief overview of the Regional Homeland Security Coordinating Committee, its purpose
how it's organized, who is engaged. The region conducts a threat and hazard risk assessment process to

identify needed capabilities. She shared the threats and hazards identified including manmade and
natural disasters. (See THIRA handout). The THIRA informs the RHSCC Strategy plan which is how the
agencies in the region cooperate to prevent, protect, mitigate and respond. The strategy plan has 6

goals - operational coordination, planning & recovery, public information and warning, prevention and

protection, mitigation and response (see Strategy plan overview doc). Schools were asked to consider

these threats and hazards and how schools would be impacted and to consider the strategy plan goals

and how schools fit in.

It was noted that The Mid America LEPC reached out to schools to expand awareness of the hazardous

materials risks in the region and to encourage hazardous materials preparedness and as a conduit to

reach families about shelter in place and evacuation actions. The LEPC formed a Bi state schools

subcommittee several years ago and hosted several school emergency preparedness trainings. However

since Bob Hulls departure there has not been Kansas representation on the LEPC schools committee so

there is limited knowledge of Kansas school initiatives currently.

Through that effort schools are now represented on the Regional Homeland Security Coordinating

Committee through Dr. Ruddy Ft. Osage school District and previously Jan Brady NKC school district.

The RHSCC is considering if any changes are needed to appropriately include schools at a regional level

to ensure a network is in place between emergency response agencies and schools and amongst schools

for information sharing/coordinated planning. Erin explained that it is recognized there is significant

work already underway and there is no desire to duplicate efforts rather to identify if there are gaps or

to help reinforce or connect current initiatives. That is part of today's meeting. It was noted that

Johnson County hosted a meeting last year to bring together school staff and others within the county.

Northland has a Safe School Task force in place. The state of Missouri has the Missouri Center for

Education Safety just to name a few.

Current school safety emergency services preparedness and opportunities for increased bi state

collaboration

There was an open conversation about what is in place and everyone present felt more could be done at

the regional level to increase collaboration amongst school in the bi state area on this topic. Several key

points emerged

• There would be value in bringing people who are involved in school safety together to share and

meet each other - Interested in learning from each other and not re-inventing the wheel

• Learning what resources school have and what resources may be available to assist other

schools

• Look to develop agreed upon baseline standards within the metro for school emergency

preparedness

• Ft Osage - more in common with schools across the state line than in out state Mo.

• The Metro Chiefs and Sherriffs association is a model to consider - short meeting, guest

speaker with presentation - 30 min with networking and discussion.

• Bringing together this committee provides sharing of knowledge and important to meet with

people that have experience in the same things and have different opinions.



• Schools seem to have a hard time connecting with other schools/entities that have similar

initiatives.

• Big picture - develop an emergency response plan - with little training behind it. School district

need to keep in touch with local ER preparedness committee, planning is in place, they need to

take advantage of opportunity to secure their plans. Everyone needs to plan long before

emergency occurs. The process of getting schools to step forward to obtain plans for

evacuation, shelters, etc.

• In some cases teachers are not aware or not a part of a plan - it means they do not have one.

• Surveys show that"school safety coordinators" do not have strong connections with school

safety coordinators in other locations and typically only work with one local fire/police rep.

• no standard job description for school safety coordinators

• Paul hosts a monthly school safety conference call with other states. Kansas has not participated

but 25/35 other states do

• There is a state conference in Mo this fall to plan to pilot a professional association for school

safety coordinators to come together and share information and learn from each other -will be

trying to connect it with the National School Board system as a subsidy and partnership.

• MO ERIP is a web based planning template used by some schools and not others in Mo.

• The Northland Safety Schools Task Force focuses on safety and security for schools. They have

partnered with KC Tips Hotline for our Text A Tip program. They also do topics of interest. They

work with member districts on the State of Missouri's Active Shooter requirements. They also

provide training to member districts on Active Shooter classes.

•

• Please keep me informed on how it goes. Just so everyone knows our NSSTF meeting is on 09-

07-16 location to be determined

• Challenge in some areas in getting the attention and support of school administration to be able

to engage and invest in emergency preparedness and planning - how to broaden the lens so

that it is a school wide priority and not delegated to a single office

• Need common understanding of what an Emergency Response plan looks like - everyone

should be using the same NIMS model, hazard mitigation discussion at least once a year. People

in your buildings will help with preparedness planning and mitigating hazards in their schools.

Schools need to use what responders use so everyone is on the same page.

• Time for training within school can be a challenge NIMS safety course online should be

shortened in order to have an increased participation.

• Need local champion, someone who is willing to knock on doors and bring in people that will

participate in Emergency Preparedness and hazard mitigation. Once people figured out how

this would help them, they would not go back to not participating.



• Strategies to get training, planning implemented with teachers with in the school

(Dr. Ruddy noted they provide framework at the district level, have separate meeting with local

officials to be sure he's up to date with whom they are and them with whom he is.) 4 months

out of the year topics by season, they have a meeting to discuss the plans. At the building,

month by month, here's what an agenda would look like for them. End of year debrief.

• Getting everyone on the same page - Challenges of larger vs smaller districts with multiple

buildings sometimes with conflicting plans

(KCK working on a way to bring representatives from each building in to form a common

framework and unity and form or use an existing plan that everyone can put in place.

Standardized district plans are needed that include all principals inclusive of their specific needs.

• **Need to research KS legislature **the state of KS legislature put out in 2013 was an

assessment that finds out individual needs of each school building.

• Discussion about what information from school plans are shared with emergency services -

dispatch/emergencymanagement/others

Document is large and has regular changes - so sharing it and keeping everyone up to date with

current versions is a challenge.

One city in MO has two schools in two different counties - conflicts in responding - inconsistent

because there is limited communication

• Try not to make it more complicated than it is. Primary focuses of school administrators are

their students and adults in the buildings - to keep them safe. Teachers and administration in

the system respond to good educational materials and presentation - don't leave them to do it

on their own - take them through the process.

• Exercises and Behavior risk assessments were topics brought up for discussion at a future

meeting - to provide tools, share best practices, offer opportunities to other schools to observe

exercises at other schools

o There are four tabletops per year in Ft. Osage. MO Center for Ed Safety's Behavioral

Tabletop- teachers are noticing issues with kids but may not be sharing this with

counselors/principals, etc. They do a tabletop training discussion around making sure to

communicate on a regular basis. Can we do the same in all school districts

The group confirmed an interest in providing a forum for schools in the bi state area to come together to

share information best practices and expand collaboration. There is an interest in keeping the group

smaller as it is being formed. (May broaden it at some point - it was noted transportation safety officers

and bus drivers should be included in some way)

Next Steps



Seek representation for other administrators to bring their perspective in to the discussion ( Erin

asked folks to let her know administrators they would recommend or to invite their own, Rick

indicated he would reach out to his. Will check with Gayden on this)

Invite other safety directors from other school districts not represented

Identify and invite appropriate state of Kansas representation

The group would like to meet monthly in this initial formative stage

Identify how legislation for school emergency preparedness and safety differs between states

Invite representation from the Ks and Mo school board associations to provide presentations

regarding the differences

Research Kansas legislation

Resources shared -

o http://moces.org/ Missouri Center for Education Safety

o MO Safe Schools and Colleges Conference Sept 27- 29th - would be a good conference for those

present to attend

o Toolkit put together by Paul is shared with schools in MO to get factual and accurate

information dissemination to all.

o Oct 16th-22"d: National School Safety Week and MO School Safety week.

Next meeting: Wed, August 24th at 9:30AM at MARC. Everyone was thanks for their participation.
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AGENDA -

1. Welcome

2. Introductions and Schools sharing time

3. Highlights from the MO Safe Schools & Colleges Conference

4. Set meeting dates for the coming year

5. Identify MO and Ks Local leadership

6. Discuss the purpose of the Bi state School Initiative and plan the agenda for the
coming year

7. NCTC CVE Train the Presenter program

8. Discuss the regional threat hazard identification risk assessment and capabilities and
how to meaningfully include schools perspective in the process.

9. Other business



Draft for discussion -

The purpose of the RHSCC Bi- state School Initiative is to provide a forum for interested school

safety personnel and administrators in the bi state area to advance and reinforce emergency

preparedness within schools and across the region. This will be accomplished by:

• Sharing information, best practices & learning from one another
• Raising awareness of school resources and opportunities for resource sharing in

preparedness, response and recovery
• Coordinating planning and ongoing needs assessment
• Identifying and coordinating training & exercise opportunities
• Reinforcing the use of NIMS
• Developing agreed upon baseline preparedness standards
• Providing a unified voice for schools at the regional level by participating in;

o Regional Homeland Security Coordinating Committee (RHSCC)
o The Threat and Hazard Identification and Risk Assessment (THIRA)
o Annual Training and Exercise Planning Workshop (TEPW)

• Facilitating synchronization with local, regional and state officials/jurisdictions in planning
efforts

• Exploring opportunities for other collaborations

Increase organizational readiness



Enhance cross organizational support

Enhances services to students and faculty

Help the broader community

Support and resources
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